Prospective, open-label evaluation of a new albuterol multidose dry powder inhaler with integrated dose counter.
Albuterol multidose dry powder inhaler (MDPI) with an integrated dose counter allows patients to track the number of remaining doses and to simplify dosing by eliminating the need to coordinate inhalation with actuation associated with metered-dose inhalers. To evaluate the functionality, reliability, and accuracy of the albuterol MDPI integrated dose counter in a real-world clinical setting. This open-label, phase III study enrolled patients ages ≥4 years with asthma or chronic obstructive pulmonary disease. Patients who demonstrated adequate MDPI inhaler technique and ≥90% compliance with dosing and diary completion during a run-in period qualified for treatment with albuterol MDPI with a dose counter (2 inhalations/dose; 90 μg/inhalation) twice daily for up to 50 days. Patient-reported counter readings and patient-reported actuations were recorded in daily diaries and were used to assess dose counter accuracy. An ease-of-use and satisfaction questionnaire was given at the final visit. A total of 317 patients were enrolled in the study. The dose-cycle undercount (i.e., actuation occurred, but the counter display did not count down) was 2.05 per 200 actuations. The estimated mean ± standard error absolute value of the total discrepancy size after 200 actuations was 2.07 ± 0.140. Most patients (83%) were somewhat or very satisfied, and >90% were satisfied with ease of holding and/or handling, using and taking, and inhaling a dose from the device. The albuterol MDPI was generally well tolerated. The albuterol MDPI dose counter functioned reliably and accurately. Albuterol MDPI was well tolerated, with a high degree of patient satisfaction in a real-world setting. NCT01857323.